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Abstract

Background: Age-related brain changes leading to altered socioemotional functioning may increase vulnerability to financial exploitation. If 
confirmed, this would suggest a novel mechanism leading to heightened financial exploitation risk in older adults. Development of predictive 
neural markers could facilitate increased vigilance and prevention. In this preliminary study, we sought to identify structural and functional 
brain differences associated with financial exploitation in older adults.
Methods: Financially exploited older adults (n = 13, 7 female) and a matched cohort of older adults who had been exposed to, but avoided, 
a potentially exploitative situation (n = 13, 7 female) were evaluated. Using magnetic resonance imaging, we examined cortical thickness and 
resting state functional connectivity. Behavioral data were collected using standardized cognitive assessments, self-report measures of mood 
and social functioning.
Results: The exploited group showed cortical thinning in anterior insula and posterior superior temporal cortices, regions associated with 
processing affective and social information, respectively. Functional connectivity encompassing these regions, within default and salience 
networks, was reduced, while between network connectivity was increased. Self-reported anger and hostility was higher for the exploited 
group.
Conclusions: We observed financial exploitation associated with brain differences in regions involved in socioemotional functioning. These 
exploratory and preliminary findings suggest that alterations in brain regions implicated in socioemotional functioning may be a marker of 
financial exploitation risk. Large-scale, prospective studies are necessary to validate this neural mechanism, and develop predictive markers 
for use in clinical practice.
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Vulnerability to financial exploitation in older adulthood is an emerg-
ing public health crisis, warranting early detection and prevention. 
The estimated prevalence of financial exploitation in older adult-
hood is 4.7% with an annual incidence of 2.7%, providing sober-
ing evidence of the potential scope of this problem (1,2). These data 
suggest approximately 1 in 20 adults can be expected to experience 
some form of financial exploitation past the age of 60, an incidence 
rate eclipsing many age-related diseases. These are almost certainly 
underestimates of the true prevalence as many older adults are una-
ware or unwilling to report exploitation (3,4). This latter point high-
lights the difficulty in conducting research in this area. Identifying 

older adults who have experienced exploitation is exceedingly chal-
lenging. Only a few studies have investigated behavioral correlates of 
financial exploitation in older adulthood, implicating demographic 
factors as well as individual differences in cognitive and social func-
tioning as predictors of heightened exploitation risk in normal aging 
(4–6), mild cognitive impairment (7), and Alzheimer’s Disease (8,9) 
(and see (10,11) for a review of the determinants of financial exploi-
tation risk in aging and brain disease).

Brain differences have been associated with reduced financial 
ability in mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease (12,13). 
This suggests that altered neural functioning may also predict poor 
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financial capacity and exploitation risk in normal aging. In this pre-
liminary study, we examine both structural and functional brain 
differences in a cohort of older adults who have been victims of 
financial exploitation. Previous studies have sought to identify neu-
ral markers of financial capacity, decision-making, and exploitation 
risk in brain disease cohorts (13,14). However, no published stud-
ies have investigated neural markers of exploitation risk in normal 
aging (but see (15) for a discussion). While earlier neuroimaging 
investigations in brain disease populations have emphasized differ-
ences in brain regions associated with cognitive functioning, here we 
specifically target changes in regions implicated in socioemotional 
abilities, consistent with a recent model implicating altered social 
and emotional function in financial exploitation risk (11). This social 
cognitive neuroscience model includes two interacting pathways that 
can lead to increased exploitation risk in older adulthood. On the 
one hand, cognitive changes are associated with reduced financial 
skills, and increased risk of exploitation through financial misman-
agement. On the other, changes in social cognition are associated 
with increased exploitation risk through undue social influence, 
coercion or deception at the hands of others. Both pathways are pre-
dicted to be associated with dissociable patterns of structural and 
functional brain change (11).

Exploitation is, by definition, a social transaction, and most 
exploitation is perpetrated within families or by close personal oth-
ers (2,3). From this perspective, age-related brain changes associ-
ated with altered social and emotional capacity may be an important 
predictor of exploitation risk. Socioemotional selectivity theory (16) 
suggests that, with advancing age, time horizons narrow, increasing 
the importance of emotional and social experience. Increased atten-
tion to socioemotional cues, in turn, biases information processing 
toward more emotionally pleasant features of the environment and 
lived experience. This “positivity bias” (17) enhances the salience of 
positively valenced information, increasing attention, and memory 
for positive stimuli or events in later life. Conversely, negative infor-
mation is given less attention [see (18), for a review]. While these 
changes are associated with well-being will advancing age (17), this 
bias may increase the risk of financial exploitation at the hands of 
others when potentially negative outcomes of decisions are damp-
ened (19) and there is reduced capacity to discern social cues and the 
intentions of others (20).

In the context of altered socioemotional abilities in older adults, 
differences in brain regions associated with emotional and social 
functioning may provide an early marker of exploitation risk. Age-
related changes to activation of the anterior insula have been associ-
ated with a reduced ability to distinguish trustworthiness (19) and 
insensitivity to loss, but not gain, anticipation in a gambling task 
(20). Appraisal of emotionally valenced information is associated 
with an assembly of functionally connected brain regions, includ-
ing anterior insula and dorsal anterior cingulate, known as the sali-
ence network (21). Inferring the thoughts or intentions of others is 
associated with medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), a core node of 
the default network, which is broadly implicated in social cognition 
(22). In the first report to investigate these aspects of financial exploi-
tation risk, here we examine whether brain differences in regions 
involved in socioemotional functioning are associated with financial 
exploitation in older adulthood. We investigated this hypothesis in 
older adults who have been victims of financial exploitation, and a 
matched sample who had avoided potential exploitation. We pre-
dicted reduced brain volume and altered functional connectivity in 
regions of the salience and default networks in the exploited cohort, 
suggestive of a potential neural marker of exploitation risk.

Methods

Thirteen older adults (age mean = 70.2 y; SD = 5.9; years of educa-
tion = 18 y, SD = 2.6; 7 women) who had been financially exploited 
over the age of 60 years were enrolled. Financial exploitation was 
characterized by theft, misappropriation, or coercion resulting in 
financial loss, impersonation to obtain property or services, or hard-
ship experienced due to loss of agreed upon financial contributions 
[see (2), for a similar approach to identify financially exploited older 
adults]. Participants needed to have experienced financial loss due 
to deception or based upon intentionally misleading or withheld 
information. Participants were excluded if the financial loss was not 
attributable to misleading information or deception (eg, physical 
theft or robbery, lost or stolen credit cards, etc.). Qualifying incidents 
of financial exploitation are listed in Supplementary e-Appendix 1.

Thirteen age, gender, education, global cognitive status, and site 
matched controls were used as a comparison group (mean age = 68.9 
y, SD = 4.6; years of education = 16.9 y, SD = 2.1). Control older 
adults reported having been exposed to a potential instance of finan-
cial exploitation (telemarketing scheme) since the age of 60 years, 
but had successfully identified the scam and repelled the threat. Mini 
Mental State Exam scores were equal to or above 27. Participants 
gave written informed consent in accordance with the Institutional 
Review Boards of Cornell or York University.

Participants completed a neuropsychological and behavioral 
assessment. Behavioral testing included three primary categories: 
measures of cognition, personality and social interaction, and finan-
cial abilities. Participants also underwent structural and functional 
brain scanning with magnetic resonance imaging (see Supplementary 
e-Methods for full behavioral and neuroimaging protocols).

Results

Neuropsychological and Behavioral Assessment
All behavioral scores are reported in Supplementary e-Table  1. 
Financially exploited individuals self-reported higher levels of anger 
and hostility. All other behavioral measures did not differ signifi-
cantly between groups.

Cortical Thickness
Financially exploited older adults had significantly reduced corti-
cal thickness in right anterior insula cortex (Montreal Neurological 
Institute (MNI) peak coordinate x = 33, y = 29, z = 0) and right pos-
terior superior temporal cortices, extending from auditory cortex into 
the sulcus (MNI peak coordinate x = 67, y = −32, z = 4; Figure 1A).

Functional Connectivity
We identified the salience and default networks with independent 
components analysis. The salience network included anterior insula 
bilaterally, anterior cingulate cortex, and other regions (Figure 1B) 
(21). The default network included mPFC, posterior cingulate 
cortex, inferior parietal lobule, lateral and medial temporal lobes 
(Figure 1D) (22). We compared the functional connectivity of these 
networks in financially exploited and nonexploited older adults. 
Financially exploited older adults had reduced salience network 
integrity, with significantly lower functional connectivity between 
left anterior insula and other regions (Figure 1C). These participants 
also showed reduced functional connectivity of core default net-
work regions including mPFC and posterior cingulate (Figure 1E). 
Increased cross-network coupling was observed between these net-
works, specifically anterior insula, posterior cingulate, and mPFC 
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regions (Figure 1C and E). Taken together, these differences were in 
line with predictions. Structural and functional differences in regions 
implicated in socioemotional functioning differentiated exploited 
from nonexploited older adults.

Discussion

Here, we present the first preliminary investigation of structural and 
functional brain differences associated with financial exploitation in 
normal aging. We conducted a targeted analysis, based on a recent 
model implicating altered social and emotional functioning in older 
adult financial exploitation (11). Older adults who had experienced 
financial exploitation showed cortical thinning in anterior insular 
cortex and posterior superior temporal cortices, regions implicated 
in affectively based decision-making (19) and social cognition (22). 
Exploited older adults also had lower functional connectivity within 
the salience network, and increased salience to default network 
connectivity. Similarly, functional connectivity within the default 

network was reduced in the exploited group and network connec-
tivity was increased with salience regions, particularly the anterior 
insula, consistent with accounts of age-related functional connectiv-
ity differences associated with cognitive decline (23,24). Together, the 
findings provide early evidence that financial exploitation risk may 
be related to altered socioemotional circuitry in older adulthood.

The anterior insula is a core node of the salience network, asso-
ciated with salience-detection, affect-based decision-making and 
reward anticipation (19,21). Differences in the insula may impair 
threat detection in older adulthood, or disrupt the integration of 
threat-related information into decision-making processes during 
social interactions. Reduced threat detection may leave older adults 
at greater risk for exploitation, particularly in complex, or emotion-
ally volatile contexts as would be the case within families, the most 
common context for elder exploitation (3).

Brain structure and connectivity differences in the default net-
work were also observed in exploited versus nonexploited older 
adults. The default network is associated with social reasoning (22), 
necessary for fluid social interactions where complex, multimodal 
social cues must be integrated to accurately infer the intentions of 
others. Age-related alterations in default network brain regions may 
disrupt processing of social cues, leading to impairments in social 
reasoning, leaving older adults susceptible to deception or undue 
social influence, and vulnerable to exploitation. This is consistent 
with reports suggesting that older adults are at greater risk of fraud 
or deceit during in-person encounters (25). Further, greater func-
tional interactions between salience and default networks suggests 
that exploited older adults may place greater reliance on low fidel-
ity, and possibly misleading, social information to guide affectively 
based decision-making.

While we identified both structural and functional brain changes 
that differentiated our exploited and nonexploited cohorts, we 
observed few differences in behavioral performance on a battery 
of neurocognitive and self-report measures. Exploited older adults 
reported higher anger and hostility, as might be predicted. There 
were no differences identified between our groups on any other 
cognitive, socioemotional, or financial capacity assessments. Our 
sample of older adults was normal-to-high functioning on stand-
ardized assessments of intellectual functioning and closely matched 
on overall cognitive status. As such, we did not predict significant 
cognitive differences to emerge given the small group sizes. In line 
with our guiding hypothesis of financial exploitation risk as a defi-
cit in socioemotional processing, we did expect differences between 
our groups on measures of social cognition and financial capacity. 
However, poor sensitivity of these behavioral measures in a cogni-
tively normal older adult population, as well as the small sample size 
in this initial study, likely precluded detection of significant cohort 
differences. As we continue to investigate socioemotional determi-
nants of financial exploitation risk, we recognize the necessity and 
importance of developing sensitive and specific behavioral assays of 
these functional domains.

As the first investigation of structural and functional brain differ-
ences in exploited older adults, we recognize the limitations inher-
ent in the small sample sizes reported here. Financial exploitation 
is under-reported in community-dwelling older adults as victims 
are reluctant to acknowledge such experiences out of concerns for 
potential public embarrassment, infringement on privacy or, in some 
cases, personal safety (4). In this context, identifying participants is 
exceedingly difficult, as suggested by the relative paucity of stud-
ies in this area. Further, we were unable to independently confirm 
exploitation incidents, relying instead on self-report as is common 
in many demographic studies (eg, 2)—a limitation of the current 

Figure  1. Brain differences associated with financial exploitation. (A) 
Cortical thickness in financially exploited older adults is lower in the anterior 
insula and superior temporal sulcus or gyrus. Right lateral hemisphere. (B) 
Salience network in older and younger adults. (C) Differences in salience 
network connectivity in financially exploited and nonexploited older adults. 
Financially exploited older adults have reduced connectivity (cool colors) in 
the anterior insula, and greater connectivity (warm colors), in regions of the 
default network in posterior cingulate and medial prefrontal cortex. R = right 
hemisphere. (D) Default network in older and younger adults. (E) Differences 
in default network connectivity in financially exploited and nonexploited 
older adults. Financially exploited older adults have reduced connectivity 
(cool colors) in posterior cingulate cortex and mPFC, and greater connectivity 
(warm colors), in regions of the salience network in anterior insula.  
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work and challenge for the field. As reducing exploitation of older 
adults is increasingly recognized as an urgent public health prior-
ity (1,26) efforts to identify early markers of exploitation risk are 
necessary. Our findings provide preliminary yet reliable evidence 
implicating specific patterns of structural and functional brain dif-
ferences in financial exploitation risk—group differences that are 
not reflected in standardized neuropsychological assessments. Given 
the preliminary and exploratory nature of this study, statistical tests 
were not corrected for multiple comparisons, raising the risk of 
false positives. However, the support provided here for our original 
hypotheses, associating structural and functional brain differences in 
regions implicated in socioemotional processing with exploitation 
risk, offers promising avenues for future research. From an immedi-
ate clinical perspective, these data argue that heightened vigilance 
for exploitation risk may be necessary when changes or damage to 
these brain regions have been diagnosed. The preliminary results 
also provide the basis for future large-scale, prospective studies to 
identify increasingly precise and clinically relevant neural markers of 
financial exploitation risk in older adulthood.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data is available at The Journals of Gerontology, 
Series A: Biological Sciences and Medical Sciences online.
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